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Liverpool Minute by Minute
Covering More Than 500 Goals, Penalties,
Red Cards and Other Intriguing Facts
By David Jackson

Key features
• Fascinating look back at Liverpool’s most important
moments and greatest goals – with the times, dates and
descriptions of how they hit the net
• First book of its kind on Liverpool FC with more than 400
memorable moments revisited
• A treasure trove of nostalgia for Liverpool fans
• From European and Champions League finals to
Merseyside derbies and battles with Manchester United
and City, the book features moments from every key game
• Author David Jackson has written several books on
Liverpool and ghosted autobiographies for Liverpool players
• Publicity campaign planned including radio, newspapers,
websites and magazines

Description
Liverpool Minute by Minute takes you on a fantastic journey through the Reds’ matchday history. Relive all the breathtaking goals,
heroic penalty saves, sending offs and other memorable moments in this unique by-the-clock guide. From the Reds’ early successes
to the glory years of domestic and European dominance, the book covers everything from the Bill Shankly era to the heavy-metal
swashbuckling football of Jurgen Klopp’s thrilling side. Revisit Liverpool’s most spectacular modern feats and learn things you didn’t
know about the club’s glorious past. From goals scored in the opening seconds to those last-gasp extra-time winners that have thrilled
generations of fans at Anfield and around the world, Liverpool Minute by Minute is packed with memorable moments. From Keegan
to Salah, from Neal to Robertson, from European and Champions League finals to bruising Merseyside derbies, battles with the
Manchester giants and incredible goals – the book is filled with thrilling memories from kick-off through to the final whistle.
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